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President’s Message
Jim White

As I write this message for our Spring edition the
maples are starting to show leaves, the trilliums
are showing great colour and the gooseberry bushes are in blossom.
Have you had a few wild leeks to add to your soup or salad? No signs
yet of shitake mushrooms on my maple bolts…. They seem to grow best
when the mosquitos are thick.

www.bgwa.ca

Upcoming Board Meetings:

(virtual/teleconference until
further notice)
All dates 5:30PM start
June 15
Aug 10
Oct 12
Dec 14
Jan 11 (2022)
Members always welcome.
Contact secretary@bgwa.ca
for virtual meeting invite.

Last year the Events committee tried supplementing our events with an
array of virtual programs. Have you checked-out any of them? They are
local in their production and hosting. In the month of May we have a
roster of six virtual events. Hopefully if we can safely get past the third
wave of the pandemic and we can see each other for a return to inperson events. We know the Events committee have an interesting
schedule planned for 2021. Watch for our email announcements!
I recently read in the Financial Post an article Rural Rush- the real housing
bubble is in Ontario’s cottage country. With the Lake Huron and Georgian
Bay shorelines of both Bruce and Grey counties our property values are
noted as jumping 44.9% higher than in the prior year. We don’t know
the rate of homes and properties changing ownership compared to a
year ago. We are finding an insatiable demand and endless stream of
cash for property. Each of the new property owners are potential new
members for the BGWA. Please mention the merits of membership in
the BGWA to your new neighbours! Even if they don’t own a woodlot,
they consciously chose to live in a beautiful rural area we call home and
probably are keen to learn about their new surroundings. Canadian
market research tells us that three long-term changes in our society are
occurring from the pandemic. Firstly, the ability and desire to work
from home. Secondly, localization, building relationships and
(Continued on page 2)
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Would you like to host a
member tour of your
woodland property??
Contact Jim Coles:
jcoles@gbtel.ca
519-934-0020

THANK YOU
THANK YOU
THANK YOU
Wow, 12 packed pages,
all thanks to BGWA
members contributing!
Will you help us fill out
the next edition???
newsletter@bgwa.ca

GREENLEAVES
is published by Bruce Grey Woodlands
Association (BGWA) and distributed to
members to provide information, guidance,
instruction, ideas and opinions related to
trees, woodland ecosystems, forest
management, and recreation in forest settings
in or relevant to Bruce and Grey counties.
Content of articles is the sole responsibility of
the authors and does not necessarily
represent the views of BGWA. Images
accompanying articles are provided by the
author unless indicated otherwise.
BGWA’s vision:
Promoting healthy forests and
ecosystems in Bruce and Grey Counties
through education, recreation and
sustainable management practices.
bgwa.ca
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supporting the local community. Thirdly, wellness, sustainable practices
to ensure we and our families keep well.
Our Membership committee is working with forest management
specialists and selected real estate agents as a method of reaching new
members. The committee will also be testing a new concept with a new
membership incentive program – details to follow.
Our Communications committee will be conducting more focused
research with our members as we did last year. Please participate. It is
the only way we have reliable knowledge of your attitudes and
perceptions. We will also be matching public relations articles in several
print media publications in conjunction with our physical events. The
articles will raise awareness and understanding of the type of
educational events we organize and conduct locally. For those of you
active in social media we now have an increased presence with
Instagram and Facebook.
You will notice from reading this issue of Greenleaves the strong focus the
BGWA places on our local talent with contributions of articles on very
diverse topics. A big thank you to each of you that took the time to
prepare a contribution. Please don’t forget to recognize the
commitment, capability and creativity of our production and editorial
team - Neil and Malcolm.
The Board of Directors have struck a committee to focus on creating a
Strategic Plan / Long Term Plan for the BGWA. The focus is where we
want to be and what we plan to deliver as value to our membership in
the future. In so doing it will ensure a healthy and long-term association
that is relevant to our communities in Bruce and Grey counties. The
process has started with a team of dedicated volunteers. The final
recommendations from the committee will be reviewed and commented
on by the Board and presented at the next AGM. It is neither a simple
nor quick process. With a plan we will know the milestones we plan to
reach on our pathway forward. I believe the timing is important for a
number of reasons all driven by change. We know from last year’s
research that the average age of members that participated in the survey
was greater than 55 years of age. Fifty percent of the membership are
registered as partners/spouses. We know that the make-up of our
communities and ownership of woodlands is changing. We need to find
ways and means to engage families with children to foster membership
for a lifetime. The expectation is the next generations will share an
appreciation and understanding of our forest ecosystems – that will
make our local association sustainable.
Keep well, be safe, be kind!
Jim

BGWA, Box 45, Neustadt, ON, N0G 2M0
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Pine Plantation:
To thin or not to thin
By Paul & Patty Kruis - BGWA Members
We live near the village of Chatsworth on a property
that includes open fields, hardwood bush and a pine
plantation. We bough our property back in 2001, and
were told then that the pine plantation (about 7 acres)
was about 15 years old. In 2006 we wanted to plant
more softwoods in adjacent areas and so, prior to
planting we invited Grey Sauble Conservation “tree
expert” Anne Lennox to have a look at our property
and provide us with some ideas on what species
would be best. Her suggestions included larch, spruce
and cedar. She mentioned that she had been involved
in the planting of the original pine plantation on a 6x6
grid in an effort to reduce white pine weevil infestation. She also noted that they should have been
thinned.
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pines on our property. We noticed the large spacing
between the trees where you could see that rows of
trees had been removed. We started to think more
about our plantation and what we should do.
Looking back at photos from 2002, we can easily see
how our trees have grown substantially.

View of driveway in 2002 (above) and 2021 (below)

Both the previous owner and ourselves just never
found the time to thin the pines and so in the fall of
2019 we were looking at this plantation of trees that
are 35 years old, and still have not been thinned. Is it
worth it to do it now? What are the benefits? A workshop on what to do seemed like the right answer. Enter Bruce County Forestry Technician, and long-time
BGWA Director Kevin Predon.
In Feb 2020, we attended the field workshop titled
“Inventory Assessment and Conifer Stand Density Workshop” held by the BGWA on the Brant Tract property
north of Walkerton, and hosted by Kevin. We gathered with other BGWA members and were given a
short tour of part of the pine plantation, shown how
to measure tree height and how to take tree ring samples using a core boring tool. We discussed stand
density, previous work that was done to thin the
plantation, and the need to thin again. Also discussed
was the importance of removing lower dead branches
to increase the amount of clear pine boards that
would be produced when logged, although today
there is a good demand for knotty pine so prices
might not be much different. We were amazed at the
size and height of the trees when compared to the
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With renewed determination from Kevin’s workshop,
we went to take a basal area survey of our plantation
but found it impossible to see what to count due to
the mass of dead lower branches and trees. We spent
a week spring pruning the lower branches to allow
access into the plantation to take stock of what we
have. While pruning we noticed there were quite a
few dead and fallen trees. There were also quite a few
trees with forks at lower levels that would never become a good tree for lumber. We decided to cut a few
of them down while we were there. It was then that
something caught our eye and got us thinking.
(Continued on page 4)
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Tree rings: what they can tell us.

We collected 6 samples and gathered the following
data. Samples were collected at waist height (for ease
of collecting), from live trees in the central region of
the plantation. They were taken from UGS, specifically trees with deformities likely caused by the Pine
Weevil.
Typical UGS in our pine plantation

2021 Basal Area Survey
Now that we could get into the plantation, we took a
basal area survey of two locations, and with a 2M
prism counted 21 and 25 trees that were “in”. This
relates to a Basal area of 42 and 50 m²/ha. According
to the experts, a thinning should have been done
many years ago. This brings us to our hypothesis…
Hypothesis
We should be able to use tree ring data to determine
when a thinning should have been done, and what
difference it could have made. As our plantation was
not thinned, we should expect to see vigorous growth
until the trees were competing too much, and then the
growth should slow. We should be able to determine
the age of the trees when growth slowed, and from
that state when thinning should have taken place. We
may even be able to infer, had thinning been done,
the expected diameter of the trees today.
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Sample

DWH (cm)

# rings

# rings at
end of RGP

DWH at end of
RGP

1

17

30

14

12

2

21

31

13

12

3

14.5

29

13

11

4

22

29

13

16

5

28

30

13

16.5

6

24.5

29

15

16

AVG

21.1

29.6

13.5

13.9

DWH=diameter @ waist height

RGP=rapid growth period

Since the tree ring sample is taken about 3 ft above
ground, it does not record the first few years of the
tree’s life. We estimate that the trees are about 5 or 6
years older than the tree ring samples show. Since we
counted 30 rings, that suggests the trees are around 36
(Continued on page 5)
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years old. The original planting
agreement with Grey Sauble is from
1986, which agrees nicely with the
tree ring data.
Results
The tree samples consistently show
slowed growth at about the 13th
ring, which corresponds to an age
of about 19 years (or 17 years after
planting assuming 2-year bare root
seedlings were used). During this
fast growth period, the trees are
gaining a little more than 1 cm
diameter every year. Afterwards,
the growth slows down to about
0.45cm diameter per year.
It seems that it would have been
beneficial to have this plantation
thinned at approximately 17 years
after planting (about 2003). The earlier driveway photo is from 2002, so you can see the
point where it is becoming crowded and negatively
affecting growth.
What is the value proposition for thinning?

The value of a forest can be viewed from an economic, spiritual, recreational or ecosystem health perspective. Had this plantation been thinned in 2003, and
the fast growth rates continued, the diameter of each
tree should be about 30cm, instead of averaging 21cm.
With continued forest management including additional thinning, we would expect the quality and size
of the trees to improve substantially. There would be
an economic payout in the end when these trees are
logged. However would the cost of hiring a logger to
thin the plantation be more than offset by the increased value? This is an important question that
someone with more experience than we can answer.
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Conclusion - To Thin or Not to Thin.
The answer largely depends on your objectives. Do
you want future pine logs or a mixed forest? Perhaps
wildlife habitat or recreational areas? Maybe your priority is to create a carbon sink? The answer may also
depend on your resources to accomplish the thinning.
Do you have the knowledge, time and equipment or
need to hire it out?
Time and cost are factors but the largest factor can be
the lack of understanding of the importance of thinning. Thanks to the BGWA and many years of attending workshops and woodlot conferences we have a
better understanding of pine plantation management.
This article hopefully will add to your knowledge
based on our experience.
For our pine plantation, forest ecosystem heath and
biodiversity are priority. Any thinning we undertake
will have these priorities in mind.
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Water transport, photosynthesis
and respiration in trees
By Jim Coles - BGWA Director
In the last issue of Greenleaves, we discussed the formation, structure and function of wood. We learned
that cells (tracheids in softwoods, vessels in hardwoods) of the xylem (wood) and phloem (bark) are
produced by the vascular cambium in the roots, trunk
and crown and function as the transportation system
for water, nutrients and carbohydrates. This article
will cover the processes at work: (1) how does a tree
transport water from the roots to the crown and (2)
how is the chemical energy (carbohydrates) needed to
grow the roots and crown longitudinally and the diameter radially, produced and utilized.
Before we can understand the processes of water
transport, photosynthesis and respiration, we need to
know a bit about the anatomy of both leaves and needles and of roots.
Anatomy of Leaves and Needles
There are several structures in leaves and needles
(just leaves hereafter) that play important roles. (Fig.
1) The cuticle is a waxy layer on top and bottom of
leaves which protects and helps conserve moisture.
But the cuticle cannot be impervious because it must
allow carbon dioxide in and oxygen out during the
photosynthetic process. As such, all leaves have small
openings on their undersurface called stomata. They
have little guard cells around the perimeter which
open and close the opening as needed.
Leaves have several layers of cells between their top
and bottom cuticle. One layer, called the mesophyll,
contains organelles called chloroplasts which contain
chlorophyll, the green pigment responsible for leaf
colour and for absorbing light energy from the sun.
Also importantly, the xylem and phloem, which envelope the tree from roots to crown, continue from the
twig into the leaves through their stems and veins to
extend water and carbohydrate transportation systems to the leaf margins.
Anatomy of Roots
Tree root systems are modified by the growing environment, but all require moisture and oxygen. Such
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features as high water tables, sandy sites, compaction
and hard pans influence the root form. Some species
like pine, butternut and white oak are capable of
growing deeply penetrating roots (tap roots), so can
exploit much dryer sites. Others like black ash and
balsam poplar have plate roots and can flourish when
the water table is very close to the surface. Tree root
systems in our upland hardwood forests usually
spread out in an irregular pattern well beyond the
crown but do not penetrate very deeply. Most absorbing roots will be in the top 50 centimeters of soil
where water, nutrients and oxygen reside.
Tree root systems are made up of large, permanent
roots that provide anchorage, carbohydrate storage
and water transport with many small, temporary
feeder roots and root hairs. It is these small feeder
roots and hairs that are the primary water and nutrient absorbers. In addition, soil fungi form a symbiotic
relationship with tree roots. Fungal mycorrhizae
(hairs) invade tree roots and increase the absorptive
capacity for water and mineral uptake and, in return,
receive carbohydrates from the tree for their own
growth.
The feeder roots, root hairs and mycorrhizae absorb
water from the soil by osmosis (diffusion along a concentration gradient). When the water concentration in
soil is greater than in the roots, osmosis occurs and
the roots absorb water. Water is called the universal
solvent and is capable of dissolving more substances
than any other liquid. This means that the water from
the soil that moves into the root system, contains an
abundance of minerals, nutrients and oxygen.
Water and Nutrient Transport.
From the Roots to the Crown
The movement of water and nutrients from roots to
crown is possible due to two important physical
properties of water: cohesive strength and capillary
action. Water molecules have a tremendous attraction for each other (think rounded water droplets instead of a thin film on a flat surface) which is called
cohesive strength. Water also rises on the walls of a
tube, which is called capillary action. Even in a drinking glass, we can see that water rises slightly on its
sides. These two physical properties allow a continu(Continued on page 7)
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ous column of water to be maintained year round
within the tracheids and vessels of our softwoods and
hardwoods.
The pathways are established so we can discover the
mechanism for transport which is surprisingly simple. On warm, spring, summer and early fall days,
leaves and needles transpire. During transpiration,
water vapour is released from the leaves through the
stomata creating a negative water potential in the leaf,
which, in turn, pulls water from adjacent cells and
from the twig into the leaf. The continuous column of
water in xylem cells is under this negative water potential or tension from the crown through the trunk
and into the roots which draws the water to the
crown (think sucking on a straw). So, water loss from
leaves and needles is the engine that pulls water and
nutrients from the roots to the top of the tree!
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Photosynthesis
Virtually all plants and trees on the planet are autotrophs, meaning they produce their own food, usually
through photosynthesis. It is the autotrophs of the
world that feed the rest of us, allowing all creatures of
the sea and land to survive and reproduce.
Photosynthesis is a set of chemical reactions by which
tree leaves and needles convert energy from sunlight
into chemical food. It uses sunlight to convert water
and carbon dioxide molecules into a sugar molecule,
i.e. glucose, and oxygen:
carbon dioxide + water + light energy = glucose + oxygen
or
6CO2 + 6 H2O + light = C6H12O6 + 6O2

The carbon dioxide is taken into the leaves through
the stomata and the water is available from the xylem
in the leaf. The oxygen, when it is not needed in the
respiration process, is released into the atmosphere
though the stomata.
The process of photosynthesis is complex but can be
divided into two main parts: light dependent reactions and light independent or dark reactions. During
the light dependent phase, sunlight is absorbed by the
chlorophyll which converts carbon dioxide and water
into a molecule called ATP (adenosine triphosphate).
During the light independent or dark reaction, ATP is
converted to glucose. The light dependent reaction
does require sunlight while the light independent reaction can occur at any time during day or night.
The carbohydrates produced by photosynthesis in the
crown, are transported throughout the tree in the
phloem and are either converted to chemical energy
used to power all cellular processes during respiration, or stored for future use (next spring).
Respiration

(a) cross-section of a leaf showing the cuticle, xylem, phloem, and mesophyll
cells (b) underside of a leaf showing stomata as dark sections
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In a general sense, respiration can be thought of as the
reverse of photosynthesis. The inputs of photosynthesis, carbon dioxide, water and energy, are the outputs
of respiration, although the chemical processes are
not the mirror images of each other. While photosynthesis only occurs in the presence of light on the chloroplast of leaves, respiration takes places both day
(Continued on page 8)
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and night in all living cells. All growing points in the
crown, (new shoots, leaves, flowers/seeds, developing buds), the vascular cambium, and all the root
growing points require this chemical energy.
Respiration occurs when glucose combines with oxygen to produce the usable cellular energy (ATP) along
with carbon dioxide and water:
glucose + oxygen = energy + carbon dioxide + water
or
C6H12O6 + 6O2 = 32ATP + 6CO2 + 6H2O

Tree Productivity
The relative rates of photosynthesis, which produces
carbohydrates, and respiration, which uses the carbohydrates to provide energy, influence overall tree
productivity. When photosynthetic activity exceeds
respiration, tree growth proceeds at a high level.
When respiration exceeds photosynthesis, growth
slows. Both photosynthesis and respiration increase
with increasing temperatures, but at a certain point,
the rate of photosynthesis levels off while respiration
continues to escalate. This leads to a reduction of
stored energy, reducing growth rates. Obviously, we
should be keeping our woodlots at a spacing adequate to encourage well developed crowns which enhance photosynthesis.
Some interesting research on photosynthesis has recently been published. Over the last 200 years, the
total of all plant photosynthesis on the planet has
grown by 30 percent. The reasons for this are not clear
but increased carbon dioxide availability, longer
growing seasons due to global warming and increased nitrogen pollution from farming are probably
contributing. Despite this increase in photosynthesis,
it cannot compensate for fossil fuel combustion, because more carbon dioxide emissions tend to overwhelm the ability of our plants and trees to take-up
that gas.
Photosynthesis and respiration evolved about 2 billion years ago and since that time, the oxygen content
of the earth’s atmosphere has gone from zero to about
21 percent. We can thank the autotrophs for our existence!
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Old and New Growth Encounters:
A Personal Reflection
By Gary Kenny - BGWA Director
If you’re at all like me, encountering an old-growth
tree, or better yet, hiking in a forest of old-growth
trees, is a deeply soul-stirring experience; an interconnected succession of moments infused with wonder, mystery, reverence, and humility.
I never cease to marvel at a centuries-old tree’s countenance – its weathered bark, its limbs gnarled by
time, the stoutness of its girth, its soaring stature.
There is something emotionally evocative and humbling about being in the presence of such majestic
woodland sentinels.
We in the Bruce-Grey region are fortunate to have
access to two of the remaining old-growth areas in
the province, the Brant Tract near Paisley, stewarded
by Bruce County, and a section of Kinghurst Forest
near Chesley which is under the custodial care of Ontario Nature. My partner and I frequently walk the
trails of both. With every outing, no matter the season, the mundanity in our lives is thoroughly vanquished by the unbridled awe we experience.
I sometimes visualize what it would have been like to
experience forests in southern Ontario before the advent of humans. They surely would have had a very
different aspect about them. I read somewhere that
morning mists would have blanketed vast areas of
extensive high-canopy forest and fed lichens that
hung from branches in swags. A greater proliferation
of birds, both species and populations, would have
filled the forested environment with symphonies of
song. And apex predators long ago extirpated would
have stood unchallenged at the top of the food chain.
I also sometimes imagine what old-growth trees
might have lived through during their long tenures. If
only they could talk, what stories they might tell!
High canopy trees might speak of not-so-cordial competition for sunlight with their neighbours and the
strategic value of “having an edge.” Trees with
healed-over wounds at ground level might recall an
unfortunate encounter, decades ago during their
(Continued on page 9)
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youth, with mechanized logging equipment. Elderly
trees, having reached their climax years, might have
lifetimes of accumulated wisdom to share.
Sometimes an old-growth tree’s history is revealed
only with the cut of a chain saw when, as 20th century
poet, novelist, and painter Hermann Hesse once
wrote, it “reveals its naked death-wound to the sun.”
One “can read [a tree’s] whole history in the luminous, inscribed disk of its trunk,” Hesse continued.
“In the rings of its years, its scars, all the struggle, all
the suffering, all the sickness, all the happiness and
prosperity stand truly written, the narrow years and
the luxurious years, the attacks withstood, the storms
endured.”
We might disparagingly dismiss the words of tree enthusiasts like Hesse as anthropomorphic and assigning human attributes to trees. German forester, conservationist, and author Peter Wohlleben knows
something about such denunciations. When his bestselling book, The Hidden Life of Trees: What They
Feel, How They Communicate, was published in
2016, some critics dismissed his claims that especially
old-growth trees “communicate” with each other and
have “feelings” as “imaginative fancy.”
Yet, Wohlleben’s claims were not without a basis in
science. The book's 76 endnotes point the reader toward many authoritative scientific publications as
well as scientific news reports that appear to support
the claim that he is simply conveying, in language
accessible to laypersons, the factual findings of science.
Interestingly, while ridiculed by some professional
forestry scientists, Wohlleben’s book was warmly
welcomed by many lay people. For Wohlleben that
suggested they might better grasp, as least intuitively,
the complexities of forest ecosystems than some forestry professionals do. Surely a provocative assertion,
that!
Why the divided response? Perhaps it’s because
Wohlleben’s argument depends on eliciting an emotional response from readers through its powers of
suggestion. If we understand the “capabilities” of
plant life and learn to recognize trees’ “emotional
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Old Growth Sugar Maple,
Kingshurst Forest
Photo: Gary Kenny
(Continued on page 10)
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lives and needs,” Wohlleben concludes, then we
might also begin to treat plants differently. We might
cease to view forests primarily for utilitarian purposes
and better appreciate the value they possess as
sources of respite and recovery for a people and a
planet in the climate-change crisis.
I find it an intriguing strategy – summoning readers’
emotions as a means of inducing us to view the natural world differently, less as an inventory of resources
to be utilized in the name of human “progress,” and
more as something we are intimately part of and cannot survive without; and more yet – something we
need in order to truly flourish as grounded human
beings living in equilibrium and right relation with
ourselves and nature.
I believe controversies like those sparked by Wohlleben and others who write more feelingly and emotively, indeed spiritually, about trees and forests –
those who combine and overlay in compelling ways
the scientific and the spiritual – are signalling a paradigm shift in how Western civilization is situating itself in relation to nature. We are increasingly recognizing, albeit within the crucible of crisis, that the disintegrative, reductive, and mechanistic way we’ve organized our world has left us unmoored from who we
essentially are, an unfortunate condition the novelist
D. H. Lawrence once called a “maiming of life.”
“This is what is the matter with us,” Lawrence continued, “we are bleeding at the roots, because we are cut
off from the earth and sun and stars, and love is a
grinning mockery, because poor blossom, we plucked
it from its stem on the tree of life, and expected it to
keep on blooming in our civilized vase on the table.”
The ongoing climate crisis, and now a pandemic of
global proportion, have in no uncertain terms shown
us that a failure to honor and appreciate the spiritual
attributes of the natural world can be fatal. That’s a
message I’m reminded of with every encounter with
nature, but in a much more punctuated manner every
time I enter an old-growth forest and stand, with child
-like amazement, before one of its towering wonders.

Old Growth Eastern Beech,
Kingshurst Forest

And yes, I hug trees.

Photo: Gary Kenny
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From salvaged firewood to furniture
By Dave Fritz - BGWA Member
“I could make something out of that”
and that is how it started. A few
years ago, I spotted a cherry wood
log on a pile of firewood logs that
were delivered to our house. As I
looked a little closer, there was a
second log, then a third. They had
been placed on a burnable log pile
for a reason, they were short,
crooked and definitely not furniture grade logs. But, if I could salvage some that I could get a fouror five-foot section out of, I could
make something out of them.
At the time I didn’t have any project in mind, just that I thought
they were too good to use as firewood. There were only a few logs,
and not large ones, that were over
seven-foot in length and who ever
needs an eight-foot piece of wood
to make furniture? Short would be
okay. By the time I had separated
the cherry logs that were okay, I
had a nice little pile of them.

I called a local neighbour who had
a sawmill and yes, he could saw
them for me but I would have to
wait until he had time. In a few
weeks, I had delivered the logs on
a trailer and explained that I didn’t know what I was going to
make out of the wood.
I made a split-second decision that
some should be made into ¾ or 1
by 6 or what ever could be made,
and some needed to be made into
2 by 2 pieces. Whatever could be
salvaged would be fine. After a
few weeks time, he called me to let
me know it had all been done and
was ready for pickup.
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I must say, I thought he did a fantastic job of getting lumber out of
what he had to work with. So, I
took the lumber home and piled it
to dry. It was protected from rain
only by covering it with some
used tin roofing. Years had passed
and I still hadn’t got at making
anything out of the wood. We
even moved to a different residence. Yes the wood followed us
and I put it in a kiln for it’s final
drying (as if it needed it).
In 2018, in late fall, I decided I
should thickness plan that wood
and I conditioned myself to believe that soon would be the time
to make a project. In mid January
2020, I moved the planed lumber
into the shed, then examined each
board to see what length and
width it was, then separated into
piles of boards to be used as wide
pieces and those that needed to be
sawed again because of defects. I
made two night stands that year.
This year, the project was to make
a bed headboard to match. The
headboard design had to utilize
shorter boards because I had no

boards long enough to go from
one side to the other, only just
enough for the outer rails and
styles and only one 2 by 6 for the
top. If I made a bad cut, the wood
may have been destined to revert
back to its original purpose.
I still have some of the cherry
wood left but the pile is now quite
small. This coming winter might
be the perfect time to make something else. Not bad…considering it
is firewood!

More project photos on next page.
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Ron Stewart
Membership
Larry Cluchey
Susan McGowan
Art Shannon
Chris VanderHout**
*non-Board positions
**committee Chair

BGWA leadership+support

Board - Executive
President/Chair
Jim White
president@bgwa.ca
519-833-2931
Vice-President
Chris VanderHout
chris@evolvebuilders.ca
519-665-7414
Secretary
Kevin Predon
secretary@bgwa.ca
519-270-0748
Treasurer/Registrar
Larry Cluchey
treasurer@bgwa.ca
519-799-5304
Past President
Alison Stewart
president@bgwa.ca
604-809-5283

PROJECT PICS: From Salvaged Firewood to Furniture (see article, preceding page)
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